Shangri-La
A trip to the roof of the world
A guest article by Hugo Slimbrouck
After attending IT&CMA in Bangkok, Hugo Slimbrouck (Ovation Global DMC), decided
to take a post tour through Nepal. He went searching for mythical Shangri-La – a
place where no one gets old. It proved to be a mesmerising trip through a beautiful
country unlike any other. A country with a lot of unique opportunities for MICE trips
as well.
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I

t took me 60 years to finally come to the place where
people never get old - Shangri La. The land known
as the roof of the world with its beautiful temples,
majestic mountains and pristine lakes. Gifted by nature,
Nepal boasts with its ever towering natural beauty,
undying cultural diversities and unlimited romantic
destinations. Pawan Tuladhar, Ovation’s Himalayas
Strategic Partner did not hesitate a second when I
enquired to do my post ITCMA trip to his beautiful
country. Time to unravel the ancient enigma and weave
myself more deeply in an enchanting place by meeting
its people and discovering its traditions and festivals.
The short trip became an exhilarating cocktail of palaces, pagoda, stupas and ancient architectural masterpieces. I strolled through its markets in the footsteps
of its beautiful and colorful people. And listened to the
sounds of nature and ancient celebrations.
Upon arrival at Kathmandu Airport I was whisked
through customs by efficient Dharma Adventures staff
and service partners. A visa was easily obtained upon
arrival (25$, just remind yourself to bring a passport
picture!). The airport dates back to the age of propeller
aircraft but the service and the smiles of the customs
officials are in sharp contrast from what we too often
experience in the west.

My driver Rajaram took me in only ten minutes to the
hotel as Kathmandu airport is almost located in
the center of this city of 4 million inhabitants. Dharma’s
own fleet of four 4WD, 3 smaller vans and two
30-seater coaches are of prime quality and its drivers
are fully trained to deliver a world class service - with a
tolerance zero for tobacco and alcohol! The guides are
multi lingual and know their business well. They have
all been trained in quality standards and hospitality
culture as well as health and safety. The Dharma offices provide full bathroom facilities and showers for the
staff to be spic and span at every time of the day.
Pawan waited for me at the hotel, despite my late
arrival from Bangkok and joined me for dinner to give
me some first timer information on the country, its
customs and the art of running high end incentive programmes in a destination unlike many other. Twenty
seven years ago he started his business with package
tours for backpackers, selling 7 night packages in the
Himalayas for 385$. Today, he and his 40 staff members operate on the opposite end of the market, only
focusing on high end individuals and exclusive incentive
programmes of the YPO type for groups ranging from
20 to 100 people.

Summit incentives
European incentive houses have started discovering
this unique destination by the help of the extra airlift
provided by many of the Gulf airlines (Qatar Airways,
Etihad, Oman Airways, Thai Airways and Turkish
Airlines all service Kathmandu airport with multiple
flights every week). This not only allows us now to
discover more of Nepal, but also Tibet and Bhutan, the
two other destinations which are covered by Dharma
Adventures. Tibet is only a one hour flight north across
the Himalayas whilst Bhutan, the happy kingdom, is
1:30 minutes flight.
Dharma also takes clients outside of Kathmandu for
lunches in mountain villages or multiple day programmes as well as a pre or post event. Three regions
are famous for this. One is the area around the city
of Pokhara (25 minutes flight), just below Annapurna
which features a beautiful lake as well. Activities here
include paragliding, ultra-light flights, bungee jumping, zip lining and other adventure sports. The second
region is the Royal Chitwan National Park and wild life
reserve where you can discover Bengal tigers and rhinos amongst 38 other species of mammals. Tours are
on elephant back or by Jeep. There is also great canoeing in this region.
The third alternative is a high altitude experience and
only for small and top incentive programmes. This excursion involves taking incentive winners to the Everest
basecamp at 3400 meters (by Airbus B3 high altitude
Eurocopters). Only 3 guests are taken per flight (which
shuttles) so that everyone has a ‘window seat’.
For those who want to keep their feet on the ground,
Dharma invites an Everest Summiteer to come and talk
to the group on the experience of climbing the highest
mountain in the world. One of these climbers is Shaylee Basnet (she is also a stand-up comedian in Nepal),
excitement and fun guaranteed.

The many appearances of Thali
Dinner offered me a first taste of Nepali cuisine,
enjoying a dish of Nepalese Thali (the national dish
that comes in many different alternatives but which
primarily combines six different flavors, served on a
metal plate. According to custom, a proper meal should
be a perfect balance of 6 flavors: sweet, salt, bitter,
sour, astringent and spicy on one single plate. The
best is to accompany this meal with a fresh local beer.
Dwarika’s Hotel is a unique place; unlike many international brands like Hyatt or Crowne Plaza who are also

present in the city of Kathmandu but which cater for
meeting business and tour groups primarily. Few hotels
in the world can boast of what the owner of this hotel
established as a conservationist. Dwarika Das Shrestha (1925-1992) studied and toured the Kathmandu
valley and found that their culture did not understand
the value of the heritage which people destroyed out of
ignorance.
One day he found people stoking up a fire with ancient
old carvings of window frames. Their need was to
keep warm and prepare food. So Dwarika exchanged
the carvings for firewood and started collecting in the
following years plenty of these beautiful wood carvings
from abandoned buildings. He used most of them to
decorate the windows and doors of this hotel, which is
built like a village square within the city center of Kathmandu. With this gesture, he created a masterpiece
and a living museum of ancient Nepali culture. A place
enjoyed by luxury travelers and discerned incentive
group participants (group maximum of 40 to 60 guests
according to season). After a good night’s sleep and
breakfast in the courtyard my guide Rakesh and I set
off to see and experience the sights, smells and sounds
of the first of many UNESCO Heritage Sites of the day.

World heritage
The Swayambhunath Shrine is the most ancient and
perhaps the most enigmatic of all in Kathmandu. It
overlooks the entire valley and views are stunning. Our
trip continued to Patan, know as well as Lalitpur, the
city of artisans and a paradise of fine arts. It is home to
fine craftsmen who have preserved ancient techniques
in sculpturing. We came across many assortments of
merchandise ranging from thangka paintings to metal
handicrafts. Just before lunch we did a quick tour of the
Boudhanath Stupa. Built on a massive 3 level mandala, it’s one of the largest in the world. All around are
shops, restaurants with roof top terraces that offer a
great view over the site whilst refreshments or lunch
can be served. Thousands of pilgrims circle the stupa every day, spinning the prayer wheels as they go
along. The crowds we met today were very colorful as
it was the last day of Dashain festival. Ladies came out
in their traditional dresses of carmine red, whilst the
Gurkha communities were wearing their beautiful and
colorful vests (it is probably here where fashion designer Missoni got his inspiration).
Red was also the color of blood as today several goats
and buffalos discovered what it takes first to end up
in Nirvana. Animal sacrifice still exists in Nepal. The

Several of the small buildings on the hill house a world
class Pacha Kosha Himalayan Spa facility and
I could not stop myself from a well-deserved Ayurvedic
massage treatment after a busy week. A whole area
of the resort is dedicated to wellbeing with daily yoga
classes, art and painting sessions at the atelier, cooking
classes and pottery making. The sound of forest creatures that come out during the night accompanied me
in a deep sleep in the comfort of my spacious Zen suite
only to be woken by my early morning alarm to see the
sunrise over the Himalayas.

meat is consumed by the families or shared with the
poor. We continued our discovery with a rickshaw ride
through the small and winding downtown area to end
up at the Garden of Dreams. I felt sorry for the rickshaw man, especially on a slight slope (vals plat for
my fellow Flandriens…). Rickshaws were not made for
people of my size… Dharma charters them though to
transport your incentive group from one side of town
to the other.

Seven point eight
Many of us may still remember the earthquake in 2015
which killed 9000 people and destroyed ancient 16th
and 17th century buildings in the magnificent Kathmandu Durbar Square as well as many old houses in
villages in the valley. Restoration work is fully underway and the Nepali’s hope that this UNESCO world heritage site will return to its full splendor and grandeur
again in a couple of years.
After a quick lunch in neat little guest house and restaurant, where western food was on the menu as well,
we head out of town into the foothills of the Himalayas. On our way to Dhilikhel we stopped by in yet another heritage place called Bhaktapur which translates
as ‘the City of the Devotees’. Still very much untouched
by rapid urbanization the city retains its charm by its
brick paved roads, red brick houses and a way of life
that goes back to mediaeval times. The magnificent

Durbar Square had only little damage from the earthquake and reflects the glory days of the Malla Dynasty
when art and architecture thrived in the valley.
In late afternoon, we arrived in Dhulikhel, an ancient
Newari town on the road to Tibet and checked in at the
Dwarika’s Resort. A unique place and a heaven of peace
and tranquility on the wooded slopes of a hill overlooking the area. Mother Nature must have inspired
the architects of this place very much as the holistic
lifestyle of the Himalayan region is very much present.
This is a sanctuary for relaxation, rejuvenation, reflexion and revival.
The owners of the resort believe that true health and
wellbeing comes from ensuring harmony and balance
between our environment, body, mind and spirit. By
paying homage to the national history of Nepal, the
whole project has turned into an environmentally sustainable, chemical free and zero waste property. This
includes traditional construction methods, natural and
local furnishings, waste management, water conservation and renewable and alternative energy. All foods at
this and at their Kathmandu property and restaurants
come from their organic farms in the region. They produce grains, vegetables, herbs and fruits. The property
has a natural flavours restaurant as well as a vegetarian Japanese one. No tuna sashimi or Kobe beef here…

Rise and shine
Watching a sunrise over the mountains from the top of
the hill in the early morning of Sunday was a very special and meditative experience. The weather prevented
us to get an unobstructed view of the Annapurna and
Karyolung but the sight and sound of the land was still
breath taking. This is a true place to escape our world
for a few happy moments by indulging in peace and
tranquility. Later on I took a steep hike downhill to visit
the organic farm, accompanied by the head gardener
who explained all the produce they have and the techniques they use. The range of herbs, fruits and vegeta-

ble was without doubt one of the most complete I have
ever seen on a farm. Five people take pride in working
here.
I finished my stay in Dhulikhel with a swim and a light
lunch at the side of the infinity pool that reflected the
image of the Himalaya mountain ridge in the background.

Sunday is working day in Nepal
Today we visited several of the major hotels, restaurants and venues in Kathmandu to get an impression
of what the city has to offer for meetings and incentive
planners. The Hyatt and Crowne Plaza definitely are in
our league for meetings and small and medium sized
conferences. Ovation’s Dharma Adventures has also
served several high end incentive and special interest
groups with dinners in historic venues and palaces. My
favorite venues were the Garden of Dreams and the
Baber Mahal village which also boasts a historic boutique hotel for small incentive groups. Several other
palaces, courtyards and restaurants located in historic
buildings give you an interesting choice.

Spiritual elevation, the road to Nirwana
At the Kopan monastery, on a hilltop in the outskirts of
Kathmandu, our partner suggested a meeting with one
of the monks explaining Buddhism and its place in the
local culture. A sign at the entrance of
the monastery reminds visitors to refrain from killing,
stealing, lying, sexual conduct, intoxicants and tobacco. Always good to know. A pity they do not brew beer
here as our Trappist monks do in Belgium.
Before dinner on Sunday we visited the very special
temple complex of Pashupatinath along the Bagmati
riverside. Every evening there is an impressive and
ancient religious ceremony on the left bank of the river
whilst on the right bank family members and friends
say their goodbyes to relatives who passed away. The
ashes to ashes moment of a different religion. A very
humbling experience it was drawing a large crowd
saying their prayers to the many gods of Hinduism. A

place as well where colorful Yogi’s roam, some of them
in state of trance.

The icing and the cherry
When you have a beautiful cake as Nepal, you want to
finish it off with icing and a cherry. Nepali’s take icing
literal because the whole North of the country consists
of the impressive Himalayas ridge. So an early morning
Mountain Flight should be on everybody’s programme.
Taking off from the domestic airport, propeller aircraft make a one hour flight down the valley and up to
Mount Everest. Make sure your batteries are loaded
and that you have space available on your camera’s
memory drive! Climbing one or several of the eight
8000 meters summits that the country can boast
about is not for every soul but taking a bird’s eye view
on them should be on everybody’s bucket list. Simply
breath-taking!
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Like our reports? Like our Facebook page as well!
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